PAGAN RITUALS AND SATANIC DECEPTION IN THE CHURCH.

Christmas is a pagan festival, forced on the Church, as a part of Satan’s anti-Christ campaign of changing times and seasons, with regards to the end time and God’s time table of prophetic events.

The more of the deception that runs Europe you discern, the more you should stick to the Bible. Recently in Spain, it was discovered that many of the people are not really who they thought they are. Some of these people, who are now crying, are in their 50s or more. It happened that in the days of their wicked rulers of the past, babies were taken from their mothers, after birth, in hospitals and sold. Some women delivered babies and the hospital nurses and midwives, who were in the business deals, who were inspired by their wicked dictator ruler of that time, lied to the mothers the baby had died. They bring “some things” to show the woman and bury, [or on some cases deceived her into thinking that they buried] “these things”. Now it happened that a man and his brother went to see their supposed father for the last time in the hospital, before he slips into eternity, that was where they found out that they were not really who they were raised to be believe they are. He is not the son of this man and his friend is not the child of his own parents. So this deceived man, began an investigation, and that is how it came out that the issue is wide spread. This man said that initially government officials were stonewalling the matter until public outcry became more than they could stand. One particular woman was crying, as she is seen carrying a placard, with the picture of her brother, who was stolen when they were babies. This is what is brewing in Spain right now.

Rick Joyner wrote in one of his books that though the Protestant Church broke away from the Roman Catholic [anti-Christ] System, the headquarters of the Church in this sense, has never left Rome. The “Protestants” are still under the control of the Roman Catholic anti-Christ spirit, through the various pagan festivals, which were introduced to control the people. It is no surprise when this is considered how this spirit has drawn some of our high profile Evangelists to Rome. In one such
case it became a scandal but God’s mercy prevailed. In recent times, the last head of the Church of England went to Rome to kiss the ring of Pope. Anyone who understands this knows that it is a symbolic way of submitting to the authority of the Pope, the Roman Catholic institution. Please watch the movie “A Lamp in The dark: The Untold History of The Bible” on YouTube, by clicking on the title.

These pagan festivals originated from Babylon [Babel, Nimrod, Tower of babel, Astrological tower]. The priests follow the money, according to Chuck Missler. G. H. Pember, an English Christian who lived in the 1800s, was alive when some of these pagan festivals were being sneaked into the churches of the UK and he wrote warnings about it. His insights were apparently ignored. His book “Earth’s Earliest Ages” is still in print. The priests follow the money. Now it happened that these pagan festivities have become so rooted that many believers are defending it and at the same time fight the discussion relating to God’s appointed times in Leviticus 23. Prophet Daniel warned us that at the end of days, as we are now in, the spirit of the anti-Christ will seek to change times and seasons. Will he do this for God or for his own causes?

As an example of the Babylonian pagan show in the Church, consider the Mary and Jesus portrait, which is the Babylonian Mother and Child cult of Nimrod. The same spirit, working through the same Roman Catholic Church is now trying to establish Valentine immoral culture in the Church. We usually respond by saying, “well I do not see it like that” or “this is my own style”. That is actually what it is meant to be; that is the power of deception, which is for you not to see it the way it is really is, and so perpetuate Satan’s cause. This was the same game he played with Eve; he tried it with Jesus and is still doing it today and tomorrow. Every time you say “I do not see it that way” when subjects of this nature relating to Biblical issues come up, just make sure you are not taking the easy way out, which is a form of surrender. We should all be fair minded like the Berean Christians of Acts 17:11. We should be diligent with the word of God. It is always easier to dismiss a biblical issue than to search it out for ourselves. Approximation of statements in
the Bible is promoting half-baked understanding, which work to Satan’s advantage over us.

As another example, there are still Christians who eat blood of animals, in spite of the instructions in the Bible not to do so. The Christian who eats blood is not too different from the one who is committing fornication, given the context of this instruction in one place in the NT. Acts of disobedience do not have the same consequences. Some consequences are more open than others, while other consequences are more serious than others. In some cases, which are becoming more and more, there are space and time consequences that are so serious that if you are harbouring some of these pagan things in your life and you engage in spiritual warfare, the enemies you are dealing with will over run your army. In some of these cases not only will they over run the army the believers’ fields, they will also shoot them with arrows of confusion, to the point where they will now believe that this is God’s will for them. Others begin to blame God and in critical situations, many become so disillusioned that they surrender to the enemy and some have left the faith.

The warfare is getting more serious and the Lord is trying to point out in a progressive manner, things we should be getting rid of, as pre-emptive measures. At this moment, we are beginning to see increasing manifestations of nephilim on earth. This will become the common thing after the rapture. If the level of consecration that your warfare requires is not in place, the enemy will run you down. He is serious in his ways, while attempting to get us to be less serious than the Lord wants us to. We must just keep in step with the Lord, not faster or slower.

God usually sends apostles ahead of the rest of the body. Jesus took such heat from the Pharisees and so were Paul and Peter. One strange thing however is that in our time, we have apostles who teach the things that God would have us learn in order to get back to the Bible as it was, but make little or no effort to comply with what they have just taught or teaching.
In the early days of Islam, they overran territories, murdered the inhabitants and forced the remainder to convert. Several generations later, the children of these conquered and murdered people, have had this religion so infused in their minds that they now defend it even with their own lives, to the point of even murdering other people who do not agree with them. Selah. This is in a way comparable to the way many believers defend Babylonian pagan rituals which have no biblical justification. It has become culturally acceptable, over several generations and emotionally incorporated into our systems.

There are two things that have primarily sustained Christmas and all other pagan spots and blemishes in Christianity; there are two things that sustain Christmas as well as well as Easter, not the Passover/resurrection which we should be ours. The two things are [1] minds that have adjusted or been adjusted to accept them as truth and commerce. With the first one, it will take a process of mind renewal to deal with. More appreciation of the prophetic dimension of the feasts of the Lord [Lev.23], as they prophetically marked out the major events in the life of the Lord and the Church. Why don’t we just go the Bible and settle in until we get a hold of what the Lord really says, rather than continue to defend Satan’s anti-Christ rites with emotionally soaked expressions which we are not really able to defend with the word of God apart from our inherited sentiments? With the second option, the Bible says, “come out of Babylon”.

There are three options. [1] Be indifferent, do nothing, dismiss it, or attack it [2] Biblically consider it and no more [3] Biblically consider it and no more, as the Lord to show you more with the mind to do what is biblical. Each of us has to decide what we do with information. To the unbeliever whose mind Satan has blinded, the gospel of Jesus Christ is anything but life; to the person responding positively to the conviction of the Holy Spirit, nothing else matters at the moment.

When the Bible says that the spirit of the anti-Christ seeks to change times and seasons and those we are in the end of days when Satan will seek to wear out the
saints of God, do we really know what these mean? Are we really paying attention? Can we identify the manifestations of these things in our environments?

This is how the meeting between Apostle Paul and Jewish leaders in Rome ended, as recorded in Acts of the Apostles chapter 28.

So when they had appointed him a day, many came to him at his lodging, to whom he explained and solemnly testified of the kingdom of God, persuading them concerning Jesus from both the Law of Moses and the Prophets, from morning till evening. 24 And some were persuaded by the things which were spoken, and some disbelieved. 25 So when they did not agree among themselves, they departed after Paul had said one word:

Some will see it now and other will later while some others will never see it. Such is life. So we walk in love towards each of these three parties.

The apostles usually get there first before other follow. Moses sent out twelve apostles to spy the land; Joshua sent out two apostles to spy the land. This was why the Lord is called the Apostle of our faith. The Pharisees, who were already rotting in religious status quo, were easy tools in the hand of Satan for fighting His apostolic dimension. The pattern has not changed a bit. Just ask Apostle Paul. There are still orthodox Jews today, after almost 2,000 years, who are still angry with Paul for “adulterating” Judaism. The amusing thing is that many of them are behaving like he himself behaved, before the Lord ambushed him, on the road to Damascus [Syria]. The apostolic ministry is like arrowhead; if the Lord calls you into it and you turn out to be a whimp, you will be wrecked. In any case this applies to every believer, no matter their calling. However this is in this context and should not be misunderstood. The arrow head is usually made of a harder material than the “arrow body”.

There are two things sustaining the pagan festivals of Christmas and Easter, at least in Europe, from where they originated, these are [1] commerce and [2] mind-set. It is big business, as it was in Ephesus, when riot broke out after apostle Paul’s effective ministry convicted the people, to turn from these idols to the living God. How many of us believers today will like to see that kind of thing happen in our days? As touching mind-set, take this example. When Islam was advancing, in its
early days, it ransacked whole communities, killing and maiming. Those who “survived” were forced to pledge allegiance to their god. These conquered and intimidated people who then raised up their children to have the mind-set of those who conquered them. Several generations later, these progenies are now the ones going about killing others for the people who killed their parents. Selah.

Sometimes we say “I do not see it that way... for me it is this or it is that”. Well that is the power of deception, its ability to play on our sentiments, in order to make us see it in some ways as [if it is] the truth, in order to sustain and maintain its hold on our minds and our lives. By this, you also become a propagator of the same lie.

If someone had said to Eve, just before she ate the forbidden fruit, “that tree and its fruits are poisonous”, do you know what she would reply? She would probably say something like “Well I do not see it that way, as far as I am concerned, the tree is good for food, it looks good, and I believe that it is a tree to be desired to make one wise, after all, God made everything”. How far has our own habits changed from that of Eve, in the light of Christmas, Easter [Ishtar, Ashteroth], Valentine, Mother and Child image and the other Babylonian rituals, which began with Nimrod, which have continued to this day, assuming different names to different cultures and people groups, all over the world, which are spots and wrinkles in the body of Christ today?

Nicodemus was a Pharisee as was Gamaliel. In fact Gamaliel was a professor. Nicodemus saw Jesus in the Torah and Gamaliel with his Th.D. could not. What we do with this information is left to us. Selah!

Maranatha!
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